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ABSTRACT

A perceptual audio coder typically consists of a �lter-
bank which breaks the signal into its frequency compo-
nents. These components are then quantized using a per-
ceptual masking model. Previous e�orts have indicated
that a high resolution �lterbank, e.g., the modi�ed dis-
crete cosine transform (MDCT ) with 1024 subbands, is
able to minimize the bit rate requirements for most of the
music samples. The high resolution MDCT ,ho wever, is
not suitable for the encoding of non-stationary segments
of music. A long/short resolution or \window" switching
scheme has been employed to overcome this problem but
it has certain inherent disadvantages which become promi-
nentatlo wer bit rates ( < 64 kbps for stereo). We propose
ano vel switched �lterbank scheme which switches between
a MDCT and a wavelet �lterbank based on signal charac-
teristics. A tree structured wavelet �lterbank with properly
designed �lters o�ers natural advantages for the represen-
tation of non-stationary segments such as attacks. Further-
more, it allows for the optimum exploitation of perceptual
irrelevancies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Compression of wideband audio signals to very low bit rates
is desirable for a number of applications, e.g., transmission
and storage of digital audio, multimedia applications, etc.
The compressed bit rates of 64 kbps for stereo signals and 32
kbps for single channel (mono) audio (compression factors of
about 22-25) are particularly attractive for some of these ap-
plications A number of perceptual audio coding algorithms
have been proposed in recenty ears [1-5], which claim to pro-
vide transparent compression in the range of 128-256 kbps
(i.e., compression factors in the range 5-12). The AT&T
Perceptual Audio Coder (PAC) [1,2], a well known algo-
rithm for high quality compression of one or more channels
of audio, leads to nearly transparent coding at approxi-
mately 128 kbps for stereo signals. It also o�ers promise
for higher compression ratios ( > 20). PAC is a perceptu-
ally driven adaptive subband compression algorithm based
on the Modi�ed Discrete Cosine Transformation (MDCT )
�lterbank (also known as a modulated lapped transform
or MLT ). Bit allocation is determined by an elaborate
perceptual masking model which hides quantization noise
in the signal through the exploitation of auditory masking
properties of the ear.

In this paper we presentano vel coding scheme based on
switched �lterbanks that can be used in PAC (or similar
subband coding scheme) to improve the quality of com-
pressed audio at low bit rates. This scheme utilizes a sig-
nal adaptive switched �lterbank for analysis and synthesis.
Speci�cally, it switches between a high spectral resolution
MDCT and a non-uniform (tree structured) wavelet �l-
terbank (WFB ) based on the time-varying characteristics
of the signal. As explained below, the switched �lterbank
scheme enhances the quality of attacks (i.e., signal segments
containing rapid changes in the signal energy level, e.g., cas-
tanets, triangles, drums, etc.). Distortion of attacks is a
particularly noticeable artifact at the low bit rates. There-
fore improved coding of attacks leads to signi�cant improve-
ment in the subjective qualityofan umber of audio signals.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2,
we presentano verview of the proposed coding algorithm.
In section 3, we discuss the justi�cation for employing a
switched �lterbank structure. Following this, in section 4 we
address the design issues involved in the development of the
switched �lterbank scheme. The quality enhancement has
been veri�ed with the subjective listening tests summarized
in section 5.

2. BASIC ENCODER STRUCTURE

The overview of an encoder based on the switched �lterbank
idea is illustrated in Figure 1. Briey, the encoder resembles
a generic perceptual subband coding scheme. The signal
is broken into its subband components using a �lterbank.
The subband components are then quantized adaptively us-
ing a perceptually generated quantizer step size (threshold).
The perceptual model for this encoder is similar to PAC
[1] with suitable enhancements for the wavelet �lterbank
as discussed below. In PAC, the threshold in each critical
band is based on the energy level in that and nearby critical
bands, a measure of tonality (i.e., tone or noise like nature
of the signal), and a model for the spread of masking across
critical bands. Quantized subband coe�cients are further
compressed using a noiseless coding scheme and the thresh-
olds are adjusted with the help of a rate loop to satisfy bit
rate constraints.

The unique component of the proposed coder is that a
signal adaptive switched �lterbank is employed. The anal-
ysis �lterbank is \normally" a MDCT but in the event
of non-stationarity it switches to a WFB structure. The
switching decision is updated about every 25 msec based
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the Switched Filterbank

Audio Encoder

on the characteristics of the signal. The exact form of the
WFB and the switching details will be presented in Section
4. In the following section we discuss the rationale behind
the switched �lterbank algorithm and its advantages in cod-
ing.

3. ADVANTAGES OF THE SWITCHED

MDCT /WFB ANALYSIS FILTERBANK

These may be summarized as follows.

� Both the MDCT and the wavelet �lterbank are partic-
ularly suitable for encoding a di�erent class of signals.
A high resolution MDCT (e.g., with 1024 subbands
or frequency lines in PAC) leads to a very compact
representation for stationary signals (most of music -
instrumental as well as vocal - falls into this category).
However, signals that contain transients or sharp at-
tacks (e.g., castanets, triangles, etc.) cannot be rep-
resented compactly in the MDCT �lterbank. These
signals require a higher time resolution at high frequen-
cies both for compact representation and for optimal

exploitation of perceptual irrelevancies. Wavelet �l-
terbanks are quite attractive for the encoding of such
signals [5]. Besides the fact that wavelet representa-
tion of such signals is more compact than the repre-
sentation derived from a high resolution MDCT (as
measured by the coding gain), wavelet �lters have de-
sirable temporal characteristics. In a wavelet �lterbank
the high frequency �lters (with a suitable moment con-
dition as discussed below) typically have a compact im-
pulse response. This prevents excessive time spreading
of quantization errors during synthesis (perceptible as
the so-called \pre-echo" problem). To reduce pre-echo
MDCT based encoders employ conservative masking
thresholds whereby the quantizer step sizes in a seg-
ment containing attacks are constrained by the steps
in the previous segment. This prevents full utilization
of the masking potential of the signal and leads to an
excessive bit demand during attacks. Wavelet repre-
sentation of sharp attacks is therefore better suited for
the exploitation of perceptual irrelevancies for such sig-
nals.

The signal dependent switched (MDCT /WFB ) �lter-
bank scheme allows us to combine the advantage of
these �lterbanks for the respective class of signals.

� The switched �lterbank algorithm o�ers important ad-
vantages over other previously reported schemes for
handling sharp attacks [1,4,6]. In the �rst scheme used
in PAC, a \window switching" algorithm is employed.
Here the typical \long"MDCT is replaced by a "short"
MDCT (i.e., a MDCT with 1=8th frequency reso-
lution) during periods of non-stationarity in the sig-
nal. The disadvantage of this approach (i.e., switching
MDCT resolution) is that the resulting time resolution
is uniformly higher for all frequencies. In other words
one is forced to increase the time resolution at the low
frequencies to increase it to the necessary extentat
higher frequencies. An ideal �lterbank for sharp at-
tacks is a non-unform structure whose subband match
the critical band division of frequency axis (i.e., the
subbands are uniform on the bark scale). Moreover it
is desirable that the high frequency �lters in the bank
be proportionately shorter. Toac hieve this, some cod-
ing schemes utilize a hybrid or cascade structure [4,6].
These consist of a (uniform or non-uniform) �lterbank
as the �rst stage. Each of the subbands may be further
split using uniform �lterbanks (to increase frequency
resolution for stationary signals). The problem with
this approach is that one is forced to use the hybrid
structure for stationary signals as well. This has dis-
advantages in comparison with MDCT in terms of re-
sulting frequency response of the �lters as well as the
implementation cost.

The switched �lterbank algorithm is a good compro-
mise as the desired non-uniform �lterbank for attacks
is used only when necessary. TheMDCT �lter is used
most of the time (i.e., for stationary segments) ensuring
implementation and coding e�ciencies for such signals.

� The switched �lterbank structure adds relatively small
additional computational burden to a MDCT based



coding scheme. Also fast implementation of the WFB

is possible using well known techniques.

4. SWITCHED FILTERBANK DESIGN ISSUES

A number of issues speci�c to the switched �lterbank coding
algorithm are addressed below. These pertain to the design
of the tree structured wavelet �lterbank, design of transition
�lters, and adaptation of the psychoacoustic model to the
wavelet �lterbank

A. Design of an appropriate wavelet �lterbank

As alluded to previously, the frequency split provided by
the non-uniform �lterbank should approximately match the
critical band or bark scale. In addition the support of higher
frequency �lters should be proportionately smaller. We em-
ploy a tree structure to meet these two goals. A tree struc-
ture has the natural advantage that the e�ective support (in
time) of the subband �lters is progressively smaller with in-
creasing center frequency. This is because the critical bands
are wider at higher frequency so fewer cascading stages are
required in the tree to achive the desired frequency resolu-
tion (cascading increases the e�ective support of the cor-
responding subband �lter). Additionally, proper design of
the prototype �lters used in the tree decomposition ensures
(see below) that the high frequency �lters in particular are
compactly localized in time.

The decomposition tree is based on sets of prototype
�lterbanks. These provide two or more bands of split
and are chosen to provide enough exibility to design a
tree structure that approximates the critical band parti-
tion closely. The three �lterbanks were designed by op-
timizing parametrized paraunitary �lterbanks using stan-
dard optimization tools and an optimization criterion based
on weighted stopband energy [7]. In this design, the mo-
ment condition plays an important role in achieving de-
sirable temporal characteristics for the high frequency �l-
ters. An M band paraunitary �lterbank with subband �l-
ters fHig

i=M
i=1 is said to satisfy a P th order moment con-

dition if Hi(e
j!) for i = 2; 3; ::M has a P th order zero at

! = 0. [7]. For a given support for the �lters, K, requiring
P > 1 in the design yields �lters for which the \e�ective"
support decreases with increasing P . In other words most
of the energy is concentrated in an interval K 0 < K and
K 0 is smaller for higher P (for a similar stopband error cri-
terion). The improvement in the temporal response of the
�lters occurs at the cost of an increased transition band in
the magnitude response. However, requiring at least a few
vanishing moments yields �lters with attractive character-
istics.

The impulse response of a high frequency wavelet �lter (in
a 4 band split) is illustrated in Figure 2. For comparison
the impulse response of a �lter from a modulated �lterbank
with similar frequency characteristics is also shown. It is
obvious that the wavelet �lter o�ers superior localization in
time.

B. Switching Mechanism and a Switching Criterion

The MDCT is a lapped orthogonal transform. Therefore,
switching to a wavelet �lterbank requires orthogonalization
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in the overlap region. While it is straightforward to setup a
general orthogonalization problem, the resulting transform
matrix is ine�cient computationally. The orthogonaliza-
tion algorithm can be simpli�ed by noting that a MDCT
operation over a block of 2 � N samples is equivalent to a
symmetry operation on the windowed data (i.e., outer N=2
samples from either end of the window are folded into the
inner N=2 samples) followed by anN point orthogonal block
transform Q over these N samples. Perfect reconstruction
is ensured irrespective of the choice of a particular block
orthogonal transform Q. Therefore, Q may be chosen to
be a DCT for one block and a wavelet transform matrix
for the subsequent or any other block. The problem with
this approach is that the symmetry operation extends the
wavelet �lter (or its translates) in time and also introduces
discontinuities in these �lters. Thus it impairs the temporal
as well as frequency characteristics of the wavelet �lters. In
the present encoder this impairment is mitigated by the fol-
lowing two steps: (i) start and stop windows are employed
to switch between MDCT and WFB (this is similar to the
window switching scheme in PAC), (ii) the e�ective overlap
between the transition and wavelet windows is reduced by
the application of a new family of smooth windows [8]. The
resulting switching sequence is illustrated in Figure 3.
The next design issue in the switched �lterbank scheme

is the design of a N � N orthogonal matrix QWFB based
on the prototype �lters and the chosen tree structure. To
avoid circular convolutions we employ transition �lters at
the edge of the blocks. Given a subbband �lter, ck, of length
K a total of K1 = (K=M)� 1 transition �lters are needed
at the two ends of the block. The number at a particular
end is determined by the rank of a K � (K1 + 1) matrix
formed by the translations of ck. The transition �lters are
designed through optimization in a subspace constrained by
the pre-determined rows of QWFB.
Finally, to make the switching mechanism work e�ec-

tively it is important to use a reliable criterion for switching
between the MDCT and WFB �lterbanks. The criterion
should detect the attacks accurately yet not mis-identify
any. An undetected attack, if encoded in the MDCT �lter-
bank will result in annoying distortions, especially at lower
bit rates. On the other hand, coding a stationary signal
with the wavelet �lterbank results in signi�cant wastage of
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Figure 3. A Filterbank Switching Sequence

bits and processing power. We have experimented with a
perceptual entropy (PE) [1] and an energy-based criterion.
The PE based criterion is more reliable but computation-
ally more costly. The decision to switch �lterbank is made
about once every 25 msec:

C. Computation of Perceptual Threshold for Wavelet Coef-
�cients

The thresholds for the quantization of wavelet coe�cients
are based on an estimate of time-varying spread energy in
each of the subbands and a tonality measure which is esti-
mated as in PAC. The spread energy is computed by con-
sidering the spread of masking across frequency as well as
time. In other words, an inter-frequency as well as a tem-
poral spreading function is employed. The shape of these
spreading functions may be derived from the cochlear �lters
[10]. The temporal spread of masking is frequency depen-
dent and is roughly determined by the (inverse of) band-
width of the cochlear �lter at that frequency. This can last
from 10s of msec at low frequencies to less than a msec

at higher frequency. Post-masking seems to last longer at
all frequencies. We use a �xed temporal spreading func-
tion for a range of frequencies (subbands). Naturally, the
shape of spreading function becomes narrower with higher
frequencies. The coe�cients in a subband are grouped in a
coder or scalefactor band and one threshold value per coder-
band is used in quantization. The coderband span ranges
from 10 msec in the lowest frequency subband to about 2.5
msec in the highest frequency subband. The thresholds are
quantized on a log scale and are further compressed using
a Hu�man code.

5. SUBJECTIVE QUALITY EVALUATION

The performance of the switched �lterbank scheme on coder
quality was assessed with listening tests involving 12 sub-
jects (including 5 \experts"). For each encoded sample, the
subject was presented with a stimulus of the format A-B-
C-A, where A is the original music, one of B and C is a
hidden reference and the other encoded music. The subject
was asked to rate B and C on a 5.0 point Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) scale (5 being perceptually indistinguishable
and 1 being very annoying). They were further asked to
award a 5.0 to the one they believe to be the hidden ref-
erence. At the bitrate of 64 kbps stereo, the MOS scores
for signals with attacks (like castanets, triangles, breaking
glasses, etc.) were 0.4-0.6 higher when encoded with the

MDCT=WFB switched �lterbank scheme. Here the refer-
ence encoder was the standard PAC algorithm (which em-
ploys the standard long/short window switching).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a novel signal adaptive switched
�lterbank scheme for the compression of audio signals. By
switching between a high resolution MDCT �lterbank and
a higher time resolution wavelet �lterbank, the technique
achieves high coding gain as well as optimum exploitation of
perceptual irrelevancies. The switched �lterbank structure
o�ers advantages over the conventional window switching
and hybrid schemes in terms of �lterbank characteristics
and in some cases computational complexity. The improve-
ment in coding quality was veri�ed with the help of subjec-
tive listening tests.
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